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BY ROGER HOUGHTON

Th e annual downward trend in total new vehicle 
sales, which has endured since 2014 in South 
Africa, has been arrested, at last! Sales in 2017, at 
557 586 units, were only 1,8% higher than the total 
for 2016, but at least it was an upwards movement. 
Th is upward tick came despite December 2017 
sales being 2.4% lower than in the same month a 
year previously.

Car sales grew by 1.9%, while the LCV total 
was up 2.6%. Medium commercial vehicles 
were down 6.4% and heavy truck and bus sales 
volume decreased by 1.6%. It is estimated that the 
rental industry bought around 16% of the new 
vehicles in 2017, which was a substantial boost to 
the total.

Th e good news is that NAAMSA expects a 
further modest improvement in domestic sales in 
2018 as well as growth in built-up vehicle exports 
and increased local vehicle production.

WesBank’s Views

“Th e new vehicle market’s positive performance in 
2017 was almost exactly in line with our forecast 
of 1.74% growth,” said Rudolf Mahoney, Head of 
Brand, and Communications, WesBank. “Th is 
can be attributed to the Rand being resilient in the 
face of volatility and the South African economy 
performing better than anticipated. However, the 
economy is still underperforming and faces a long 
road to recovery.”

WesBank reports that OEMs were generally 
able to stave off  price increases in the second 
half of 2017 as the Rand fi rmed against foreign 
currencies. Th is allowed manufacturers to 
pass value back to the consumers through very 

attractive marketing incentives to buyers of 
new vehicles.

WesBank’s data for 2017 refl ected the contin-
ued shift  back to the new vehicle market, especially 
when measuring demand through the number of 
fi nance applications received by the fi nance house. 
Demand for fi nance for new vehicles grew 6.4% in 
December, while demand for used vehicle fi nance 
slowed 0.1%.

Overall demand for new vehicle fi nance grew 
3% in 2017, while demand for used vehicle loans 
declined 1.5%.

Bragging Rights

Th e end of each month and each year always sees 
motor companies fi nding reasons for bragging 
rights following the release of sales fi gures. Th e big 
occasion for trumpet blowing is the end of each 
year and here we have several making claims of 
dominance or the setting of records.

continued on page 2 

Demand for fi nance for new 
vehicles grew 6/4% in December, 
while demand for used vehicle 
fi nance slowed 0.1%.

Polo Vivo (left) and Polo (right) remain South Africa’s best-selling cars.

SA Vehicle Sales Trend 
Goes Positive … at Last!
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MONTHLY SALES STATISTICS

the growing amount of advertising in AutoLive has made it necessary to relocate the four pages 
of detailed monthly vehicle sales analysis to the website www.autolive.co.za.

CLICK HeRe to access

 continued from previous page

Toyota remains the dominant 
company and automotive brand in 
South Africa, celebrating 38 years 
of total market leadership after tak-
ing this crown off “one-year-won-
ders”, Sigma Motor Corporation, in 
1980. Last year Toyota sold 127 439 
units in its extensive range that 
includes Lexus luxury cars and 
Hino trucks. This equated to 25% 
of the total vehicle market and was 
an improvement on 2016, when 

117 071 units were sold, for a share 
of 23.8%.

Volkswagen was again in 
runner-up position for 2017, selling 
86 960 total Volkswagen and Audi 
vehicles for a 17.1% share, compared 
to sales of 86 472 units and penetra-
tion of 17.5% in 2016.

Ford was in third spot with 
71 220 units sold. It was followed by 
Nissan (51 772), Hyundai (35 059), 
General Motors/Isuzu (32 974), 
Renault (22 632), Kia (17 786) and 
Mazda (13 373).

Hilux was the top-selling one-
ton bakkie for the 45th time in its 48 
years on the local market, despite 
a bruising battle for leadership 
in this high-profile segment with 
Ford’s Ranger.

This also ensured that a bak-
kie was once again the top-selling 
vehicle range in the South Africa, 
with the Hilux selling 36 422 units 
(Ford’s Ranger sold 35 428) com-
pared to sales of 28 402 units by the 

Annual aggregate annual industry sales by sector, since 2014, were as follows –

SECTOR 2014 2015 2016 2017
2017 / 2016
% CHANgE

Cars 438 938 412 478 361 264 368 068 +1.9%

Light Commercials 173 492 174 701 159 283 163 346 +2.6%

Medium Commercials 10 780 10 394 8 315 7 785 -6.4%

Heavy Trucks, Buses 20 534 20 075 18 685 18 387 -1.6%

totAL VeHICLes 643 744 617 648 547 547 557 586 1.8%

Source: Lightstone Auto, NAAMSA

2017 Industry export sales data, compared to previous years, were as follows –

SECTOR 2015 2016 2017
2017 / 2016
% CHANgE

Cars 229 723 238 547 221 928 -7.0%

Light Commercials 103 000 105 219 106 126 +0.9%

Trucks & Buses 1 124 1 054 999 -5.2%

totAL expoRts 333 847 344 820 329 053 -4.6%

Source: Lightstone Auto, NAAMSA

The outlook for 2018 in terms of Industry domestic vehicle 
sales by sector is summarised hereunder –

SECTOR 2015 2016 2017
2018 

PROjECTED

Cars 412 478 361 264 368 068 375 000

Light Commercials 174 701 159 283 163 346 170 000

Medium Commercials 10 394 8 315 7 785 8 000

Heavy, Extra Heavy, Commercials, Buses 20 075 18 685 18 387 19 000

totAL VeHICLes 617 648 547 547 557 586 572 000

continued on next page 
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Editor’s Note
The fact that there were less 
fatalities on our roads during 
the 2017/2018 holiday period 
is reason to celebrate. Official 
statistics released earlier this 
month showed that there was 
an 11% decease over the same 
period last year. It might not 
sound like much, but it’s a 
start. It means that motorists, pedestrians and law enforce-
ment are finally taking ownership of road safety in this 
country and are doing their bit to stop the carnage.

Children across the country returned to school earlier 
this month and this highlights the importance of ensuring 
that they are safe when travelling in cars. In many countries 
crashes are the leading cause of death in amongst youth 
between the ages of five and 24.

It is estimated that the use of seatbelts can reduce fatal 
injuries by 45% but shockingly, many children not only don’t 
wear seatbelts, but don’t know how to wear them.

The solution to this problem starts at home. Parents 
need to teach their children that they should always wear a 
seatbelt and should also ensure that they know how to do 
this. Even children of parents who do not own cars will be 
passengers in a vehicle at some stage and must therefore be 
able to secure themselves.

If you’re unsure about keeping your children safe in 
your car, remember this. Ideally, children under 12 or short-
er than 150 cm, should sit in the rear and use a booster seat. 
The lower part of the seatbelt should go across your pelvis 
not your stomach. The shoulder belt should sit on your chest 
and collarbone and not touch your face or neck and never 
put the shoulder belt behind your back or under your arm.

There is plenty more interesting information in this 
month’s AutoLive. Some of it deals with road safety, but we 
also look at sales figures, industry trends, upcoming events, 
the commercial vehicle market, new models and much more.

We are optimistic over what the new year holds for 
the motor and related industries and we look forward to 
keeping you abreast of the latest news and views as the 
months roll by. As always, your feedback and comments are 
most welcome.

Liana Reiners,
Editor
liana@autolive.co.za

To advertise in  contact

Liana Reiners on 083 407 4600 or email on liana@autolive.co.za

top-selling passenger car, the Volkswagen 
Polo Vivo.

In fact, the Hilux has been the top-
selling model range in SA for 14 of the last 
18 years: in 1999 it achieved the feat of being 
the first bakkie to outsell the top-selling 
car model range and then went on to top 
the charts again in 2003 and 2004 before 
starting on 10-year leadership streak from 
2007–2017.

The Volkswagen Group brand retained 
leadership in the SA passenger car market 
for the seventh successive year, with the 
Polo Vivo and Polo once again the two best-
selling cars in the country, while Audi im-
proved its share of the premium car market 
by 1.2%. This was achieved with Polo and 
Polo Vivo undergoing full model changes, 
which impacted on stock availability. The 
new Polo will be launched this month, fol-
lowed by the Vivo later in the first quarter.

The VW Group sold 80 308 cars for 
a share of 21.8%. The Volkswagen brand 
name was also the top seller in the car mar-
ket with 69 165 units sold, compared to the 
67 925 units sold under the Toyota name-
plate. Toyota sold a total of 68 810 passenger 
cars in 2017, which included Lexus.

Exports of Built-up 
Vehicles Take a Dip

Exports of built-up vehicles, at 329 053 
units, represented the third highest annual 
industry export figure, but was 4.6% down 
on the 344 820 vehicles exported in 2016. 
The full model change of the Volkswagen 
Polo was one of the reasons for the dip 
in export volume, with zero VW ex-
ports reported for December and only 43 
in November.

NAAMSA says that assuming contin-
ued improvement in the global economy, 
industry export sales during 2018 are 
projected to improve by about 37 000 vehi-
cles – or 11%–to reach a forecasted total of 
366 000 units.

Prospects for SA 
Automotive Industry

NAAMSA comments that South African 
financial markets have reacted positively 
to the outcome of the December 2017 ANC 

elective conference. However, economic, 
and fiscal policy uncertainty, political 
challenges, the risk of further credit rating 
downgrades and increasing geo-political 
tensions make forecasting difficult.

On the positive side, several recent 
economic indicators support the view that 
the South African economy is performing 
better than anticipated despite low levels 
of business and consumer confidence. 
Barring a further credit rating downgrade, 
an improvement in economic growth from 
about 1.0% in 2017 to around 1.9% in 2018 
remains possible and this would lend sup-
port to improved new vehicle sales in the 
domestic market. The substantial improve-
ment in the Reserve Bank’s leading indica-
tor of economic activity heralds improved 
economic prospects.

Also on an encouraging note, the posi-
tive global economic environment – with 
International Monetary Fund projections of 
3.7% global expansion – will lend support to 
industry export sales.

Faster economic growth remains an 
imperative to address South Africa’s socio-
economic challenges and to take pressure 
off strained public finances and overbur-
dened taxpayers. In this context, Business, 
Government, and Labour need concerted 
steps to create a more investor-friendly en-
vironment as a means of boosting growth.

Considering the time effect of various 
new model introductions, the new car mar-
ket should improve during 2018 by around 
2.0% and the light commercial vehicle 
market by double that percentage.

Factoring in the expected improvement 
in exports, domestic production of motor 
vehicles in South Africa was expected to 
show an increase from 588 000 vehicles pro-
duced in 2017 to close on 635 000 vehicles in 
2018 – an improvement in vehicle produc-
tion of about 8.0% This figure could prove 
conservative if vehicle exports expand more 
than currently anticipated. ■

 continued from previous page

Several recent economic 
indicators support the 
view that the South African 
economy is performing better 
than anticipated.
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Monthly automotive news to and from Africa

Exports of built-up vehicles from South Africa into 
other African countries have remained remarkably 
stable over the past two years. The total for 2017 
of 21 848 units was only slightly up on the 21 510 
units shipped the previous year.

Toyota continues its long-time dominance 
of exports into Africa, shipping 8 152 units last 
year compared to 8 061 in 2016. Nissan remained 
runner-up, also with a similar volume to the previ-
ous year: 6 395 units in 2017 vs. 6 267 in 2016.

However there has been a change in the 
company in third position, with GM/Isuzu Trucks 
moving well ahead of Ford. GM/Isuzu’s export 
volume jumped by 73% from 1 959 units in 2016 to 
3 398 last year, while Ford’s shipments into Africa 

tumbled by 64% from 3 072 units in 2016 to 1 432 
last year.

Last year only six countries took more than 
1 000 units from SA during the year, compared 
to seven in 2016. Tanzania and Nigeria fell short 
of this target in 2017, while Mozambique lifted 
its imports from SA above the 1 000-unit mark 
in 2017.

Ghana remains the biggest market for SA-built 
vehicles, taking 3 719 units last year 380 more 
than in 2016. Other countries which took more 
than 1 000 units last year were: Kenya (2 369), 
Zimbabwe (2 260), Zambia (1 882), Mauritius 
(1 574), and Mozambique (1 097).

Two of the countries which used to be big mar-
kets, Nigeria and Angola, continue to suffer from 
economic downturns, driven largely by the oil 
price. Nigeria took only 506 built-up vehicles from 
South African manufacturers in 2017 compared to 
2 449 a year previously, while Angola’s import from 
SA amounted to only 221 units last year, compared 
to 211 in 2016. ■

Vehicle Exports into Africa in 2017 Similar to 2016

Last year only six countries took 
more than 1 000 units from SA 
during the year, compared to 
seven in 2016.

At a media briefing in Kigali, Rwanda earlier 
this month, Thomas Schaefer, Chairman and 
Managing Director of Volkswagen Group South 
Africa announced that VWSA has registered a 
company in Rwanda called Volkswagen Mobility 
Solutions Rwanda. In December 2016 Volkswagen 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
with the Rwanda Development Board (RDB) to 
conduct a detailed study to develop a business case 
for Volkswagen to introduce an integrated automo-
tive mobility concept in Rwanda, which would be a 
first for Volkswagen worldwide.

“Our studies are complete, we believe that 
we have a business case that will work and we 
are now ready to commence with the implemen-
tation of our plans for Rwanda. In short after 
today there is no going back, we are now fully 
committed to implementing our unique inte-
grated automotive mobility solution in Rwanda 
together with Rwandans,“ said Schaefer at the 
media briefing.

VWSA chose Rwanda as the country in Africa 
to study the feasibility of an integrated automotive 
mobility solution for the following reasons:

 ■ There is political stability and zero tolerance 
for corruption

 ■ There is dynamic economic growth of some 
7% per annum

 ■ There is a young and tech savvy population
 ■ Rwanda is a leader in innovation and 
technology

 ■ VW have received strong support for our 
plans from Government and had great 
cooperation and support from the RDB

 ■ There is a real need for modern mobility 
solutions

 ■ Kigali is spearheading the smart city agenda

Volkswagen will adopt a phased approach in 
the implementation of the integrated automotive 
mobility solution and the first phase will focus on:

 ■ Establishing a local mobility services 
company

 ■ Oversee the establishment of a VW manu-
facturing and sales entity

 ■ Set up a vehicle assembly operation
 ■ Establish a sales and service structure
 ■ Set up a training centre
 ■ Offer the new mobility solution

The production facility will have an initial 
annual installed capacity of up to 5000 units, with 
2018 being our start-up year. The Volkswagen 
product portfolio will initially include the 
Hatchback Polo, the Passat, a sedan and possibly 
the Teramont, a large SUV.

Volkswagen has signed an MOU with CFAO 
for an in principle agreement to run the produc-
tion and retail operations which will include the 
importation of other Volkswagen models to be sold 
on the Rwandan market.

The current business plan assumes employ-
ment of between 500 and 1000 people in Kigali in 
phase one for Mobility Solutions admin, produc-
tion, training, sales and service and the drivers..

A Rwandan software development start-up 
company Awesomity Lab has been appointed 
to develop the mobility App. Volkswagen 

is also in negotiation with other potential 
Rwandan suppliers.

The first service to be offered will be com-
munity car sharing which will launch in quarter 
two, with around 150 vehicles in service within a 
few months. This will be followed by a ride hailing 
service with some initial 150 vehicles planned 
in the medium term still in 2018. In 2019 public 
car sharing with some initial 250 cars planned 
will be launched and this will be followed by a 
shuttle service and lastly a peer to peer car sharing 
service is envisaged.  These numbers are based 
on assumed market demand, as such an innova-
tive integrated mobility solution is a first for the 
automotive industry.

All the mobility services will be accessed by 
the custom developed App through which all 
bookings and payment will be made. Services will 
also be able to be booked online or via a hotline to 
cater for people who do not have a smartphone.

Some US $20 million will be spent in Rwanda 
by VWSA during phase one of the integrated auto-
motive mobility solutions.

“We believe in Rwanda and its people, we 
believe that Rwanda is uniquely positioned to 
roll out such an integrated mobility solution, and 
make a success of it. This can be the role model for 
similar solutions for countries in Africa and other 
continents,” said Mr Schaefer. “It would be remiss 
of me not to thank the Government of Rwanda 
and the executives of the RDB specifically for the 
extraordinary cooperation, help and guidance that 
has allowed us to reach the point at which we are 
today,” concluded Schaefer. ■

Volkswagen Establishes Company in Rwanda
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The cryptocurrency Bitcoin has experienced a 
seemingly interminable rise. Early adopters have 
experience lottery-sized pay-outs on minor invest-
ments as the currency exploded in value in 2017.

As South Africans are itching to get their 
hands on the digital currency, there’s been an 
increase in swops and Bitcoin-only sales on  
Gumtree.co.za, says Claire Cobbledick, Head of 
Core at Gumtree. “This is particularly true for 
high-value items like cars, bikes and boats. Many 
sellers are willing to take a gamble with their assets 
in hopes of a large pay-out.”

This is on trend with other marketplaces. In 
the United States a McLaren 720S was put up for 
sale in exchange for 25 bitcoin, a theoretical value 
of $425,000.

While Gumtree does not allow for the sale of 
bitcoin miners or services, Cobbledick says that 
customers can exchange goods for bitcoin on the 
site, but should be fully aware of the risks. “Bitcoin 
is a volatile currency, so while you could easily 
see a 50% increase in your investment, you could 
just as easily end up with nothing. It’s up to the 
seller to decide if they are willing and able to take 
a gamble.”

Some cars currently up for sale in exchange for 
bitcoin include a Land Rover Defender, BMW X5 
and a rare 1970 Mercury Cougar V8.

“There are also a few other sellers accept-
ing bitcoin in exchange for Kruger Rands,” says 
Cobbledick. “Perhaps proving that gold as a store 
of value is falling out of vogue.”

But the most unusual swop would have to go to 
an entrepreneurial seller who is offering carnivo-
rous plants in exchange for the cryptocurrency. ■

Surge in South Africans Swopping 
Their Cars for Bitcoin

Claire Cobbledick, Head of Core at 
Gumtree.
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Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi 
Claims World Sales Leadership

Carlos Ghosn, the leader of the Renault-Nissan 
Alliance, which now also includes Mitsubishi and 
AvtoVAZ, is claiming world sales leadership for 
his group in 2017, with 10.6-million light and com-
mercial vehicles sold. This is despite the fact that 
Volkswagen Group delivering a record 10.74-mil-
lion vehicles. Ghosn says this total should be lower 
as it includes 200 000 Scania and MAN heavy 
trucks and buses, and he believes they should be 
excluded from the total.

Toyota said last month it expected worldwide 
sales of its Toyota, Lexus, Daihatsu, and Hino 
brands to total 10.35 units in 2017 and plans to hit 
10.5-million in 2018.

The Volkswagen Group was No. 1 in 2016 with 
10.3-million vehicle sales. Toyota was second on 
10.2-million and the Renault-Nissan Alliance was 
third with 9.96-million. ■

2018 North American Car 
of the Year Awards

The Honda Accord, Lincoln Navigator, and Volvo 
XC60 were the respective winners of the car, truck 
and utility awards this year. There were three 

finalists in each category from a list of 11 cars, 15 
utilities and three trucks.

The Honda Accord had a close win over the 
Kia Stinger and Toyota Camry to score its first win 
in this contest, although it had been a finalist in 
2008 and 2013. Other cars that made it to the short 
list were: Alfa Romeo Giulia, Audi A5 Sportback, 
BMW 5-Series, Hyundai Ioniq, Kia Rio, Lexus 
LC500, Porsche Panamera and Subaru Impreza. ■

Toyota/FCB Partnership 
Renewed

Toyota South Africa and FCB Africa have ‘renewed 
their vows’ meaning that one of the longest-stand-
ing relationships in the local advertising & market-
ing industry will continue uninterrupted.

FCB Africa, then Lindsay Smithers, was 
awarded Toyota SA’s advertising and marketing 
business in 1961 and helped launch the first Toyota 
vehicle in South Africa, the Toyopet Stout, in 1962.

Arguably one of South Africa’s most iconic 
accounts and worth more than R245-million a 
year, the Toyota business was put out to pitch in 
August 2017 as part of a business-wide process to 
review all major suppliers to align with procure-
ment requirements, as well as broader transforma-
tion goals.

Toyota Senior Vice President: Sales & 
Marketing, Calvyn Hamman, broke the news in 
December that it had been decided to continue its 
relationship with FCB Africa.

“Our relationship with FCB Africa has always 
been exceptionally good, and one that has always 
been regularly measured,” he said. “During this 
most recent review, we had the opportunity to 
evaluate and benchmark the cream of the industry, 
and we elected to remain with the best.”

For FCB Africa Group CEO Brett Morris and 
the more than 30-strong team employed to look 
after the account, the renewal of the contract vali-
dated the time, experience and loyalty they have 
invested in Brand Toyota. ■

Nissan and NASA Extend 
Research Agreement

At CES 2018, Nissan North America announced 
an agreement with NASA Ames Research Centre 
in California’s Silicon Valley to collaborate on 
research and technology development for future 
autonomous mobility services, including a work-
ing demonstration in Silicon Valley. The existing 
research collaboration between Nissan and NASA 
builds on previous success to define a new scope of 
activities into 2019 and is the latest step in Nissan’s 
Intelligent Mobility (IM) vision.

Under the terms of the five-year research 
and development partnership, researchers from 
the Nissan Research Centre in Silicon Valley 
and NASA Ames have been working together to 
advance autonomous vehicle systems. In January 
2017, at CES in Las Vegas, Nissan introduced 
Nissan Seamless Autonomous Mobility (SAM), 
a new platform for managing fleets of autono-
mous vehicles, developed from NASA technol-
ogy. This new phase in the collaboration will 
build on that success to further develop the 
technology and test the use of SAM for manag-
ing autonomous transportation services, ahead of 
public implementations.

“We built SAM from technology NASA 
developed for managing interplanetary rovers 
as they move around unpredictable landscapes,” 
said Maarten Sierhuis, director of the Nissan 
Research Centre in Silicon Valley. “Our goal is 
to deploy SAM to help third-party organisations 

Snippets
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safely integrate a fleet of autonomous vehicles in 
unpredictable urban environments, for example 
ride-hailing services, public transportation or lo-
gistics and delivery services. The final stage of our 
existing research agreement with NASA will bring 
us closer to that goal and test SAM in a working 
demonstration on public streets.” ■

Special Defender to Celebrate 
Land Rover’s 70th

Land Rover recently announces a limited-edition 
high-performance version of the iconic Defender to 
celebrate the Land Rover marque’s 70th anniversary 
in 2018.

The Defender Works V8 pays homage to the 
early high-powered engines in both the Series III 
Stage 1 V8 from 1979 and subsequent Defenders 
including the 50th Anniversary Edition, which are 
highly sought after by enthusiasts and collectors.

Defender Works V8 is the most powerful and 
fastest version that Land Rover has ever created. 
The 5.0-litre naturally-aspirated petrol V8 pow-
ertrain produced around 298 kW and 515 Nm of 
torque (the standard Defender delivered 90 kW and 
360 Nm). The Defender Works V8 will accelerate 
from 0–100 km/h in 5.6 seconds, while top speed is 
increased to 170 km/h.

The V8 powertrain will be fitted to 150 
specially-selected and re-engineered Defenders 
for the 70th Edition, complemented by an eight-
speed ZF automatic transmission with sport 
mode, uprated brakes and handling kit (springs, 
dampers and anti-roll bars), plus exclusive 18-inch 
diamond-turned Sawtooth alloy wheels and 265/65 
R18 all-terrain tyres.

Both 90 and 110 wheelbase Defender Works 
V8 derivatives will be available to purchase direct 
from Land Rover Classic, with prices starting from 
£150,000 for a 90 in the UK. ■

BP and Castrol Extend 
Partnership with VW

BP and Castrol have announced the renewal of 
their successful 17 year global strategic partnership 
agreement with Volkswagen Group for the supply 
of fuels and lubricants, globally.

The agreement covers Volkswagen passenger 
cars and light commercial vehicles, Audi, Seat and 
Skoda. Within the partnership, a new Castrol and 
Volkswagen jointly-branded engine oil has been 
co-engineered with Volkswagen group and will be 
launched soon. As technology partners, the two 
companies will continue their close collaboration 
in joint research and development to improve 
fuel efficiency and generate innovative future 
mobility solutions. 

Oliver Rose, Vice-President, BP Global 
Accounts, said: “For 17 years we have had an 
extremely successful partnership with the 
Volkswagen Group. We will continue work-
ing together to ensure the millions of drivers of 
Volkswagen Group vehicles get the best perfor-
mance and protection.”

Commenting on the agreement, Imelda Labbé, 
head of Volkswagen Group Aftersales Worldwide 
commented: “Volkswagen has had a long and 
successful partnership with Castrol. This powerful 
combination of our brands will reinforce the natu-
ral fit of our high quality standards and reputation. 
We are delighted to extend this partnership and 
look forward to working together.” ■

BMW M5 drifts into 
the Record Books

On 11 December 2017, instructor Johan Schwartz 
performed a sustained drift at the BMW 
Performance Center in Greer, South Carolina, in 
the new BMW M5, covering exactly 232.5 miles 
(374.2 kilometres) on a so-called skid pad, thereby 
setting a new GUINESS WORLD RECORD for the 

longest drift in eight hours. Schwartz shattered the 
previous record by 143 miles (230.1 kilometres).

A custom-built refuelling system developed by 
BMW in collaboration with the North Carolina-
based company Detroit Speed made it possible 
to drift continuously without a break for the full 
eight hours as required by the GUINESS WORLD 
RECORDS.

This enabled the BMW M5 to be refuelled 
during the drift in the same way that fighter jets 
can refuel in mid-flight – though in this case the 
operation was performed by hand: a second BMW 
M5 driven by the Chief Driving Instructor of the 
BMW Performance Center, Matt Mullins, accom-
panied the record-breaking M5. Mullins adapted 
to Schwartz’s drifting speed, allowing Matt Butts 
of Detroit Speed to carrying out the refuelling 
operation, secured by a safety tether that permitted 
him to straddle the space between the two moving 
vehicles by leaning out of the rear window of the 
second car.

“Although we practised the refuelling several 
times before the GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 
title attempt, there was very little margin for error,” 
said Butts. “We’re very excited to have played a part 
in Johan and BMW recapturing this record.”

A second GUINESS WORLD RECORD was 
awarded for the longest twin vehicle water-assisted 
drift: Schwartz and Mullins drifted together 
for one hour, covering a total of 49.25 miles 
(79.3 kilometres). ■

Watch the record attempt at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obkLDeO58Wo.

Snippets
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Awards and Accolades

More than 150 talented future software engineers 
aged 11–19, from schools in 16 countries includ-
ing South Africa, gathered in Abu Dhabi for the 
Land Rover 4×4 in Schools Technology Challenge 
world finals.

The competition required that these bright 
young scholars use computer coding to design, 
build and programme miniature remote-con-
trolled four-wheel-drive vehicles for a two-day final 
event which took place at the Yas Marina Circuit in 
Abu Dhabi.

Each team in the final had qualified through 
a series of regional and national events in their 
home country.

Team K-EVO from Portugal were crowned 
2017 champions, with team Panthera from 
Malaysia, and Fair Dinkum 4×4 from Australia, 
in second and third places respectively. Team 
Rhino from South Africa, won the Best Track 
Performance Award.

The South African team spent ten months and 
approximately 750 hours working on their project, 
at the same time juggling exams and revision. 
They used biomimetics to design their car, imitat-
ing elements of nature for the purpose of solving 

complex human problems. The car looks like a 
rhino, with tyres specially designed with separated 
spokes which have a special rubber compound for 
extra grip.

The contest, which supports curriculum learn-
ing, included an autonomous car coding chal-
lenge, reflecting Jaguar Land Rover’s commitment 
to Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths 
(STEM) subjects, and a desire to recruit the next 
generation of engineers to design and develop fu-
ture electric, connected and autonomous vehicles.

The challenge required the young engineers 
to optimise an existing set of code to help a 
model SUV complete the course that wound 
its way over and through a series of Land 
Rover Discovery SUVs in the fastest possible 
time possible.

The Land Rover 4×4 in Schools Technology 
Challenge has reached more than three million 
young people since 2000. ■

SA Scholars Excel in Global Challenge

Toyota has been rated the world’s greenest car-
maker and among the environmental leaders of 
the largest publicly traded companies, according 
to a global environmental performance assessment 
commissioned by Newsweek magazine.

The “Best in Industry Global” award in the 
vehicles category of the Newsweek Green Rankings 
recognises Toyota’s track record of environmental 
sustainability, and its eco-sensitive hybrid and fuel-
cell vehicles. Toyota was ranked 16th among the 
world’s 500 largest publicly traded companies – the 
Global 500 – ahead of respected organisations such 
as Apple, Starbucks and Nike.

An improved green score for Toyota this year 
reflects the company’s on-going commitment to 

green initiatives. The annual Newsweek Green 
Rankings evaluate the world’s largest publicly 
traded companies, using eight metrics to measure 
environmental performance. Companies are 
scored against their industry peers on each metric, 
including energy, water and waste levels.

Toyota’s green strategies are also well 
enshrined in the organisation’s Environmental 
Challenge 2050. To go beyond zero environmental 
impact and achieve a net positive impact, Toyota 
has set itself six goals or challenges – whether in 
climate change or resource and water recycling 
– to demonstrate its commitment to continuing 
towards 2050 with initiatives that will realise sus-
tainable development together with society.

The six goals for 2050 include: 
 ■ Reducing carbon emissions by 90% from 
new vehicles compared with 2010; 

 ■ Eliminating carbon emissions in the 
manufacturing, disposing of and recycling 
of vehicles; 

 ■ Achieving zero carbon emissions at all 
plants; 

 ■ Reducing the amount of water in the 
manufacturing process; 

 ■ Establishing a recycling-based society and 
systems as well as 

 ■ Establishing a future society in harmony 
with nature. ■

Toyota is the World’s Greenest Carmaker

The South African team spent ten 
months and approximately 750 
hours working on their project, at 
the same time juggling exams 
and revision.
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Awards and Accolades

Nissan continues to add to its trophy cabinet with 
another win for the team in South Africa, which 
won the CCBC Award for Manufacturing in recog-
nition of Nissan’s contribution towards economic 
growth and job creation.

The Capital City Business Chamber (CCBC), 
which was established in 2008, aims to encour-
age business development in the greater Tshwane 
region. At a gala dinner held on 29 November 
2017, the CCBC recognised businesses in different 
sectors for contributing to growth in the region.

Nissan Group of Africa MD, Mike Whitfield, 
accepted the award and participated in a panel 
discussion about smart cities being a driver for 
economic growth.

“Nissan South Africa has been committed to 
skills development and job creation for decades 
with our Rosslyn plant and we’re proud of this 
award that recognises our much-needed contribu-
tion to economic development,” said Whitfield.

The automotive industry is the largest 
manufacturing sector in the local economy 
and contributed 7.5% of South Africa’s GDP 
of R3.99-trillion in 2015. Vehicle and compo-
nent production represents about 30% of SA’s 
manufacturing output.

“While we will continue to invest in the coun-
try, it must be said that there are potential stum-
bling blocks in our future as frequent industrial 
action combined with a decrease in domestic and 
international support could make other countries 
a more lucrative option for vehicle manufacturers,” 
said Whitfield.

Whitfield went on to highlight that South 
Africa remains a strong manufacturing destina-
tion for a variety of reasons that include access to 
Africa; a sophisticated financial services and busi-
ness sector; relatively low production costs; well-
developed logistics; government support; skills 
development programmes; and excellent quality of 
locally produced vehicles.

In recent years, the Rosslyn plant, which 
employs 2 000 people, has been running an 
engineering training programme after Nissan 
realised there was a shortage of core skills in the 
motoring sector. Roughly 50% of the students 
selected to participate in the training programme 
are black women.

“There is great potential for growth locally and 
throughout Africa. We are optimistic about the 
long-term future of the automotive and manufac-
turing sectors, and Nissan will continue to do its 
part to stimulate economic growth and job crea-
tion well into the future,” concluded Whitfield. ■

Nissan Group of Africa MD, Mike Whitfield (right) accepted the award from a 
representative of the Capital City Business Chamber (CCBC).

Nissan Awarded for Economic Development

Nissan South Africa’s Rosslyn plant.
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New PR Manager for jLRSA

Jaguar Land Rover South Africa and sub- Sahara 
Africa has announced the appointment of 
Izak Louw as Public Relations Manager, effective 
1 February. Louw replaces Nicola Clarke, who will 
remain at Jaguar Land Rover in the Product & 
Pricing department.

Louw joined Jaguar Land Rover in 2011 as 
a Jaguar Product Analyst, with models from 
the Land Rover stable later joining his portfo-
lio. He holds a B.Com Degree in Marketing and 
Communications from University of Pretoria, and 
has since furthered his studies to include other 
business and communications qualifications, as 
well as Public Relations.

He brings a great deal of business acumen, as 
well as experience with, and product knowledge 
of, Jaguar and Land Rover products. His in-depth 
knowledge of the Jaguar and Land Rover model 
line-ups, as well as an undying love for motoring, 
will prove invaluable in this new role.

Said Lisa Mallett, Marketing Director, 
Jaguar Land Rover South Africa and sub-Sahara 
Africa: “We’re thrilled to have Izak join the PR 
team in a formal capacity. He has supported 
Nicola on a number of occasions in the past 
and has previously engaged with the media at 
launches and product briefings. His passion 
for the Jaguar and Land Rover brands, and 
motoring in general, make him a perfect fit for 
this role.” 

Tenneco Makes Major Appointment 
for EMEA Aftermarket

Earlier this month Tenneco announced that 
Maurits Binnendijk has been appointed vice 
president and general manager, Europe, Middle 
East & Africa (EMEA) Aftermarket. He succeeds 
Bruce Ronning who has been appointed vice 
president and general manager, Tenneco North 
America Aftermarket.

Ronning assumes the North America leader-
ship role following the decision by Joe Pomaranski, 
senior vice president, Global Aftermarket, to retire 
from Tenneco. Pomaranski was managing the 
North America Aftermarket on interim basis.

Binnendijk joined Tenneco in 2004 as district 
manager for the Netherlands.  Since then he 
has held positions of increasing responsibility 
in Europe including executive sales director, 
Tenneco EMEA Aftermarket, a role he assumed 
in 2013. ■

People

“...His passion for the Jaguar and 
Land Rover brands, and motoring 
in general, make him a perfect fit 
for this role.”

Izak Louw. Maurits Binnendijk

By ROgeR HOugHTOn

Dan gurney, one of the most versatile 
racing drivers in history, passed away 
from pneumonia on January 14 at the 
age of 86. He is not only one of only three 
people to have won in Formula 1, IndyCar, 
nASCAR, and sports cars – the other 
two are Mario Andretti and Juan Pablo 
Montoya – but also built many successful 
racing cars, including the classically-
styled Formula 1 eagle powered by a V12 
Weslake engine.

gurney drove the eagle to victory 
in the 1967 Belgian grand Prix and that 
same year won the Le Mans 24-hour 
race in a Ford gT40 with co-driver AJ 
Foyt. He drove Formula 1 cars for Ferrari, 
BRM, Porsche and Brabham and was 
the first big-time racing driver to wear a 
full-face helmet.

gurney also started the tradition of 
spraying champagne on the podium 
after winning a race. This happened at 
Le Mans in 1967 when he says he was so 
“stoked up” emotionally that he uncorked 
the magnum of champagne presented to him, shook it up and started spraying all and sundry, 
including Henry Ford II, Carroll Shelby, and their wives!

I met gurney on a Toyota motorsport fact-finding visit to the united States in 1996.
At the time gurney’s All-American Racers were building and successfully campaigning eagle-

Toyota sports cars in the IMSA gT series. We went to gurney’s relatively modest facilities at Santa 
Ana in California but unfortunately the man himself was not there. I ran into him a few days later at 
the Road America circuit where he was running the CART Champcar eagle-Toyota team with drivers 
Juan Manuel Fangio II and PJ Jones. What amazed me was that gurney sat on a couple of tyres 
in the pits timing his cars using a stopwatch in each hand, while his team was operating the latest 
digital timing system!

gurney, a lifelong friend of Paddy Driver, the very successful South African motorcycle and car 
racer, was certainly somebody special! ■

Obituary – Dan gurney, Ultra-Versatile US  
Racing Driver, Dies at 86
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The reduction in road fatalities over the 2017/2018 
festive period is encouraging and points to the 
success of certain road safety interventions across 
the country. The Automobile Association (AA) 
is, however, concerned with the increase in the 
number of youth who died, and the continued high 
number of pedestrians who were killed.

The official festive season road fatality 
statistics were released by Transport Minister Joe 
Maswanganyi in Pretoria earlier this week.

From 1 December 2017 to 15 January 2018, 
1 676 people died on South Africa’s roads. This is 
an 11 per cent decrease in road fatalities over the 
same period last year when 1 875 people died. The 
festive season reporting period last year was from 
1 December 2016 to 9 January 2017. In this period 
1 714 people died. In the comparable period this 
year, 1 527 people lost their lives.

“These numbers are promising and, hopefully, 
signal the start of a new trend where our country’s 
road fatality statistics show decreases instead of 
increases. Much, much more needs to be done to 

ensure our road deaths are reduced even further, 
and this year’s improved figures indicate some 
progress to achieving that,” said the AA.

Despite these better statistics, the AA is 
concerned about the increase in pedestrian deaths, 
and the number of deaths of people aged between 
25 and 34.

“We agree with the Minister that more needs 
to be done to educate the youth about pedestrian 
safety. We will continue our Walk Safe campaign 
in primary schools, as well as our Visibility 
Campaign to promote better pedestrian visibility, 
as part of our contribution to dealing more effec-
tively with these problems,” the AA noted.

Apart from the national figure, an important 
statistic is the 43 per cent decline in fatalities on 13 
of the country’s most hazardous routes. This, the 
AA believes, is partly due to the increase in visible 
policing on these routes, and is a policy which 
must be implemented in other areas.

“It is therefore critical that the introduction 
of the 24/7 shift system for traffic law enforcers is 

done sooner rather than later. With more traffic 
officials on our roads, at all times of the day or 
night, we believe these reduced numbers will be 
sustained, and even improved on next year,” said 
the Association.

In addition to the reduced number of fatali-
ties, the AA noted the reduction in the number 
of people stopped for drunk driving, not wearing 
seatbelts, or for reckless and negligent driving.

“This again points to a change of attitude 
in behaviour among motorists which we view 
as the most important element of road safety. 
Bad driving behaviour needs to become more 
socially unacceptable, and the evidence presented 
by the Minister indicates this is also beginning 
to happen.

“We welcome these figures, and hope we see 
similar reduced statistics reflected over the upcom-
ing Easter period. More importantly, though, we 
hope to see continued reductions year on year, and 
continued improved driving behaviour among all 
road users,” the AA concluded. ■

Road Fatalities Are Down
From 1 December 2017 to 

15 January 2018, 

1 676 people died on 
South Africa’s roads.
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We Drive

By stuARt JoHnston

For one reason and another, this past holiday 
season saw Clan Johnston stick around the Greater 
Jo’burg area. And each time we do this, we always 
say: Wow, driving in Joeys is such a pleasure when 
everyone else has headed for the coast!

This year we were fortunate enough to have 
one of the new Golf GTDs at our disposal, and it’s 
an interesting machine. For years there has been 
a diesel version of the fabulous Golf GTi available 
in Europe, but it’s taken a number of decades for 
VWSA to introduce such a car here.

I have to say, that, despite very sporty suspen-
sion settings, low-profile tyres, and an interior that 
is for all intents and purposes to GTi spec (except 
for the rev-counter), I find the GTD to have an 
entirely different character to the GTi.

The cars both run turbocharged two litre 
engines, but in the case of the diesel, the big differ-
ence is that the oil-burner doesn’t rev much beyond 
4 500 rpm, whereas with the petrol-fuelled GTi you 
can spin it way beyond 6 000, whenever you like.

Whereas there is a pleasing engine note and 
feeling of smoothness associated with the GTi, I 
never found myself that keen to push on hard in 
the GTD as the holidays progressed, despite clear 
Jo’burg roads. I still find a diesel a bit too “agricul-
tural” for exploiting power purely for the pleasure 
of doing so. Instead, I found myself on a bit of a 
fuel economy mission with the GTD, an area where 
it unsurprisingly shines.

The car comes with a six-speed DSG gearbox 
and by flipping the paddles to shift up a gear each 
time the rev-counter needle shows more than 
about 1 500 rpm, you can achieve very good fuel 
consumption figures. Initially on about-town sor-
ties you may be a bit surprised to see the consump-
tion metre register in the 10 litres/100 km region. 
But careful driving soon lowers that right down.

Over a distance of close to 1 000 km I achieved 
an average of 6,4 litres/100 km. This included the 
odd rare hard-throttle blast, just to give me that old 
“GT” feeling, because make no mistake, this car 
is quick.

On sheer performance terms, it is good for a 
7,5 second 0-100 km/h sprint, and a top speed in 
the region of 230 km/h. I found the performance 

best to exploit when on the freeway and a quick 
overtake was called for. Here the huge torque and 
efficient DSG ‘box are put to best use.

Handling-wise, I still feel that the GTD is too 
firmly sprung, especially with the 225/40 tyres on 
18-inch rims that the test car sported. It has less 
suppleness than the GTi, even though a VWSA 
staffer assured me there is not much difference in 
the suspension set-up, given that the diesel version 
weighs only 25 kg more than the petrol GTi.

For the rest, I love the steering precision, the 
build quality, and all the other qualities that make 
a Golf GTi/GTD such an excellent all-rounder 
sporting hatch. Of course, given a range of around 
700 km that I achieved on a tank around Jo’burg’s 
highways and byways, the diesel alternative, with a 
fuel appetite of around 25 per cent than the petrol 
model, definitely has a lot going for it.

Priced at R506 900, which is nearly R40 000 
less than a GTI, it remains tempting. ■

Golf GTD Makes a Good 
Stay-at-home Holiday Car
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We Drive

By LIAnA ReIneRs

There’s no disputing that JMC offers potential 
buyers with a limited budget good value-for-
money alternatives to other more established 
brands. The Landwind 5 is a prime example, 
comparing favourably with its competitors in the 
SUV market.

The flagship model in the line-up is the 
Landwind 5 AT Flagship model, which retails 
at a very reasonable R289 880. But the best news 
of all is that you get a rather capable offering for 
your money.

Under the bonnet of the Landwind 5 is a 
1 997cc, four-cylinder petrol engine, enhanced by a 
intercooled turbocharger. This powerplant delivers 
140 kW of power at 5 500 r/min and 250 Nm of 
peak torque, available from 2 800 to 4 400 r/min. 
An eight-speed automatic transmission sends 
power to the rear wheels.

All of this means that the Landwind 5 holds 
its own on the road. It’s not the fastest horse on 
the course but it can happily maintain a comfort-
able 120 km/h cruising speed on the highway. 

Acceleration was acceptable and handling can’t 
be faulted.

One would be forgiven for assuming that a 
Chinese vehicle like the Landwind 5 with a price 
that won’t break the bank has very little to offer in 
terms of standard spec and luxury features. In fact, 
the handsome exterior boasts 17-inch alloy wheels, 
folding side mirrors, roof rails and an electrically 
operated sunroof.

The interior is equally impressive, offering 
adjustable leather seats, a multi-function leather 
steering wheel, cruise control, electrically operated 
windows and side mirrors, central locking, reading 
lights front and rear, map pockets, central floor 
storage and cup holders, a power outlet in the lug-
gage compartment, a single disc CD player and a 
radio with six speakers and auxiliary ports.

On the safety side, the Landwind 5 has dual 
front and side airbags, reverse camera, park dis-
tance control, child safety locks on the rear doors 
and three-point safety belts.

The Landwind is easy to drive, even in traffic 
and its 5,3-metre turning circle makes it easy to 
forget that this is a reasonably sized vehicle. In fact, 
one of the main selling points must be the generous 
interior space it offers.

The boot can swallow 855 litres with ease, 
while leg and headroom in the rear is enough to 
ensure that even grown ups will be comfortable.

Also worth a mention is the fact that the 
Landwind 5, with its 60-litre fuel tank, is rather 
frugal. JMC claim combined figures of 8.5 li-
tres/100 km and you can get pretty close to that 
without trying too hard.

If you still aren’t convinced that the 
Landwind 5 is a capable contender consider this: 
it comes standard with five-year/100 000 km 
service plan, a three-year/100 000 km warranty 
and 24-hour roadside assistance. That’s a good 
package in anyone’s book. ■

The Landwind 5 holds its own on 
the road ...it can happily maintain 
a comfortable 120 km/h cruising 
speed on the highway.

The Landwind is easy to drive, 
even in traffic and its 5,3-metre 
turning circle makes it easy to 
forget that this is a reasonably 
sized vehicle.

Affordable and More –  
the JMC Landwind 5
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Car tech is evolving at lightning speed. Driverless 
vehicles, hands-free parking and electric engines 
are already a reality in many parts of the world 
but there are many other clever innovations 
coming down the pipe in the automotive world 
in 2018.

Head of Gumtree Autos Jeff Osborne picks his 
top seven trends to look out for.
1.  Wrist bands which can act as keys are 

becoming available. You tap the band against 
a specified part of the vehicle to open the door. 
In theory, they’re waterproof which means 
you can go to the beach or the gym or out on 
the water without having to take your keys 
with you. Jaguar’s Activity Key is the leader in 
this category.

2.  Augmented reality test drives are taking off. 
Several manufacturers are providing down-
loadable 3-D driving experiences and How-To 
features. Hyundai is one brand that’s a long way 
down the AR road already.

3.  In-car entertainment is a now huge prior-
ity for manufacturers. A self-drive vehicle 
means that the driver is free to connect with 
their business life or with entertainment, 
so expect enhanced in-car live streaming 
capabilities, augmented reality window 
displays, upgraded TV screens and bespoke 
music systems.

4.  Dash cams are increasingly required for 
insurance claims and some manufacturers 
(notably Citroën with its Connected-CAM) are 
building them into their vehicles as standard on 
top-spec cars.

5.  Solar power from the windscreen may be 
some way off but the experts are working hard 

on it and the vision is that special car glass will 
enable the vehicle to be powered by the sun.

6.  Side panel batteries are becoming a real 
thing. Researchers are testing polymer fibre 
and carbon resin door panels which could 
store power and be capable of fast recharge. 
This would significantly reduce the weight of 
the vehicle.

7.  Computer security features will become 
increasingly important. Top end cars are now 
sophisticated computer networks on wheels and 
manufacturers are using artificial intelligence 
to develop ‘live’ protection from hacking or 

viruses which could affect the vehicle’s security 
or performance. ■

Hyundai Augmented Reality.

The Citroën Connected-CAM.Jaguar’s Activity Key.

Seven Big Things Coming in Car 
Innovation in 2018

Expect upgraded TV screens and bespoke 
music systems.
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By RogeR HougHton

This year the decision for the regular holiday trip 
to Hermanus from Pretoria was to go down to 
the Cape in two days on a fairly direct route and 
then to return on a very indirect road trip over 
four days.

The reason for the latter take-it-easy ap-
proach was that my wife, Meg, and I had to leave 
Hermanus on Friday, January 5, and we didn’t 
want to get caught up in the holidaymakers first 
rush back to Gauteng over the first weekend in 
January. It was easy to build a route around the 
scenic R62 with low traffic volumes.

We made three overnight stops: De Rust 
(Kleingeluk Guest Farm), Graaff Reinet (Melrose 
Guest Farm) and Springfontein (Garingboom 
Guest Farm), which meant we only had had 
to tackle the long stretch of the N1 from 
Springfontein to Pretoria on the Monday, which 
proved correct.

Every time I travel from Gauteng to Cape 
Town via the stress-free Kimberley route I 
am amazed at the low traffic volume, given 
the excellent quality of the roads. Over the 
years the roads have improved markedly 
and the only delay this time was a stop-go 
near Hopetown, where the bridge over the 
Orange River is being widened.

I have even worked out a route from 
Pretoria to the N12 south of Klerksdorp 
to avoid traffic and the necessity to drive 
through the busy towns of Potchefstroom 
and Klerksdorp. Driving from Pretoria 
I take the freeway towards Krugersdorp, 
turning right to Ventersdorp at the 
foot of the Krugersdorp hill. Then 
go via Ventersdorp to the village of 
Hartbeesfontein before joining the N12 
and you are on your way to the Western 
Cape without traffic hassles!

The drive is relaxing with so little 
traffic and a stay over in Victoria West 
is a good way to end the day. The next day 

you have 62km of enjoyable driving with little traf-
fic before joining the N1 at Three Sisters.

From there on you need to have your wits 
about you as you suddenly must deal with much 
heavier traffic and aggressive drivers who take 
chances as they pass the queues of trucks and cars 
ahead of them.

One consolation is that the first day of your 
holiday had been stress-free and this was at least 
a better way to start your holiday than fighting 
the heavy traffic on the N1 from Gauteng via 
Bloemfontein to Three Sisters from Day 1!

The leisurely return trip also proved stress-
free, with no accidents or reckless driving en 
route. I must say there was also little evidence of 
visible policing.

The R62 is a real gem among South African 
roads and in good condition except for a few 
stop-go sections where the road and/or bridges are 
being improved.

Thankfully the whole trip was trouble-free, 
and I was most impressed with my new set of 
wheels, a Toyota C-HR (Coupe High Rider!!) 
Plus, with CVT transmission. I was amazed at the 
fuel consumption of only 6.5 litres/100km when 
running at the relevant speed limits most of the 
way. Ride is also comfortable and steering most 
responsive, while there was, thankfully, no dust 
ingress on the gravel roads.

Altogether a most enjoyable three-week 
break from the hustle and bustle of the Pretoria/
Johannesburg region! ■

Holiday Travels – From Gauteng to 
Hermanus and Return

Every time I travel from Gauteng 
to Cape Town via the stress-free 
Kimberley route I am amazed at 
the low traffic volume, given the 
excellent quality of the roads.

I was amazed at the fuel 
consumption of only 6.5 
litres/100km when running at 
the relevant speed limits most of 
the way.
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The statistics released by NAAMSA on 9 January 
show that new vehicle sales figures improved for 
the first time in four years. Although December 
2017 figures were lower than the same month in 
2016, the year-on-year growth for 2017 showed a 
1.8% improvement overall. It’s modest, but new 
vehicle sales are improving.

This growth comes despite ongoing political 
and economic uncertainty, which tentatively indi-
cates that the local vehicle economy is on course 
for marginal, but sustained growth.

“Although the local outlook for new vehicles 
sales is gradually becoming more positive, it’s 
still a very tough and highly competitive mar-
ket. When solid brands such as Chevrolet and 
Daihatsu – amongst others – decide to cease local 
operations, it should be a red flag for all remaining 
vehicle manufacturers to take a closer look at the 
long-term sustainability of their own businesses,” 
said Bruce Peters, regional manager in charge of 
manufacturing at Cisco Southern Africa.

Complexity and a lack of digital 
capabilities are holding firms back

In this new digitised economy, only the companies 
that evolve and streamline will succeed. “Vehicle 
manufacturers are producing connected cars, and 
quite often their products have far better com-
munication systems than their factories or even 
dealer networks. Companies who recognise the 
opportunity of Industry 4.0 and bring their entire 
business up to speed, not just their products, are 
the ones who will come out on top in the long run,” 
Peters explained.

All local automotive companies consist 
of ‘hubs’ spread around the country ranging 
from head offices and manufacturing plants, 
to dealerships, warehouses and service centres. 
This can become a very slow model riddled with 
miscommunication, mistakes and degradation 
of service. “By applying an intelligent, converged 
network approach to business processes, automo-
tive manufacturers can dramatically improve the 
performance and flexibility of every aspect of their 
operations – speeding up decisions, boosting agil-
ity, and mitigating risk,” said Peters.

One case study shows how Daimler Trucks 
North America (DTNA) managed to increase 
business agility and enhance asset tracking by 
implementing the following:

 ■ Pervasive wireless connectivity used by 
employees and machines to stay connected.

 ■ A shared network to keep managers more 
informed so they can predict and respond to 
supply chain issues faster.

 ■ Robust, standards-based security to meet 
compliance needs.

Another example is Mercedes-Benz Czech 
Republic (MBCR) who set up a Cisco CCTV 
camera system in order to reduce vehicle damage 
in transit and on dealer floors. The system allows 
administrators to:

 ■ Access live video anywhere over the Internet.
 ■ Locate specific dates, times, or incidents in 
video archives in seconds.

 ■ Cost-effectively add new cameras and video 
storage.

Applies to all vehicle sector 
business models

“South Africa has a variety of business models 
in the automotive sector. Some manufacture and 
assemble locally, whilst others work on an import, 
sell and service basis. The urgency to digitise and 
streamline, however, applies across the board.

“With the tentative optimism shown in the lat-
est NAAMSA report, local automotive companies 
can’t afford to miss the opportunity to upgrade 
their African footprint. Not doing so poses the 
risk of falling behind the competition, which 
companies simply cannot afford in this sector”, 
Peters concluded. ■

Agility and Flexibility 
are Crucial for Growth

Opinion

Bruce Peters, regional manager in charge 
of manufacturing at Cisco Southern Africa.
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At the end of last year the Institute of the Motor 
Industry (IMI) announced that the Automotive 
Industry Development Centre (AIDC), in part-
nership with Nissan South Africa, has success-
fully met the training criteria to become an IMI 
Approved International Centre in South Africa.

After successfully completing a three-day 
assessment, the AIDC’s two Automotive Learning 
Centres in Rosslyn are now able to grant IMI 
International Qualifications to its learners. The 
IMI’s Quality Assessment process enables the 
AIDC students to study and gain new skills in the 
automotive industry.

The IMI’s approval of the AIDC/Nissan 
partnership is also an independent assurance 
of professional standards and training quality, 
which sets a benchmark for professionalism in the 
automotive industry.

“Like the AIDC, we at Nissan also believe that 
the basic principles for success are transparency, 
diversity, learning, and constantly challenging peo-
ple to produce their best work. While the future of 
South Africa isn’t in any doubt, Nissan’s partner-
ship with the AIDC will assist in addressing some 
of the challenges currently being experienced with 
skills development in the industry, allowing for 
opportunities to grow,” said Nabiel Conybeare, 
Director of HR Nissan South Africa.

“I am delighted that the Gauteng Automotive 
Learning Centre has been accredited by the UK 
based Institute of the Motor Industry. This does 
not only validate our skills programme but raises 
us to globally competitive standards. It gives us 
an opportunity to be part of the international 
automotive industry community,” commented Dr 
David Masondo, AIDC Chief Executive Officer.

Both organisations are committed to the 
further development of automotive training and 
education to upskill individuals who are key to the 
business’ success and personal prosperity.

“The IMI is the world’s only automotive spe-
cific professional body and international awarding 
organisation, and our partnership with AIDC 
and Nissan South Africa demonstrates the value 
of collaboration to South African learners. The 
IMI’s added value and efficiencies to the provi-
sion of training will help to establish a bench-
mark for international standards in this region,” 
Herbert Lonsdale, International Manager at the 
IMI, explained.

Bajith Panday, the IMI’s Business Development 
Manager praised the great team effort that resulted 
in a successful External Quality Assurance visit 
and a significant milestone in South Africa’s auto-
motive vocational training provision. ■

International Recognition for AIDC

Dr David Masondo, CEO of the AIDC.

The AIDC’s two Automotive 
Learning Centres in Rosslyn are 
now able to grant IMI International 
Qualifications to its learners.
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By RogeR HougHton

Two men who played important roles in the 
development of the Japanese motor industry died 
in December.

Kenichi Yamamoto, the man behind the 
Mazda rotary engine, passed way on December 20 
at the age of 93, while Tatsuro Toyoda, the second 
son of Toyota Motor Corporation’s founder, and 
who served as company president in the 1990’s, 
died of pneumonia at the age of 88 on December 30.

Kenichi Yamamoto is best known for lead-
ing Mazda’s development of the Wankel rotary 
engine in the 1960’s. He became the company’s 
president in 1985 and chairman in 1987, but his 
links with the rotary engine turned him into 
a legend.

He started working at Toyo Kogyo’s 
Hiroshima plant after the Second World War, 
assembling transmissions. At the age of 35 he de-
signed Mazda’s first overhead valve engine and be-
came a senior member of the engine development 
team. He was entrusted with leading a team of 47 
to work on the rotary engine project and in 1963 
a prototype of the Cosmo Sport with a twin-rotor 
engine was unveiled. This development persuaded 

the Japanese government to allow Mazda to be-
come a fully-fledged, post-war car maker, alongside 
Toyota, Nissan, and Isuzu.

Yamamoto continued development of the 
rotary engine and it really caught on when Mazda 
released the RX7 sports car in the United States 
in 1978. The RX7 was sold in this market until 
1995 before it was withdrawn as sales slowed/ This 
model was sold in other markets through 2002 and 
returned to the US in 2003 in the RX8 sports car. 
RX8 production ceased in 2012.

A highlight for Yamamoto and Mazda was 
winning the Le Mans 24-hour race with the rotary-
engined 787B sports car in 1991. It is still the only 
Japanese car to have won this prestigious race.

Yamamoto served only as an advisor to Mazda 
on power unit development from 1993.

Tatsuro Toyoda, a son of Toyota founder 
Kiichiro Toyoda and uncle of current president, 
Akio Toyoda, took the helm of the family’s name-
sake company in mid-1992 from elder brother 
Shoichiro, who drove Toyota’s accelerated global 
expansion for 10 years.

Tatsuro’s term as president lasted only three 
years before he was hospitalised in 1995 for re-
ported hypertension.

His departure opened the way for Hiroshi 
Okuda to become the first Toyota president from 
outside the founding family since 1967. Okuda was 
then followed by two more presidents from outside 
the family until Akio Toyoda took control in 2009 
after the global financial crisis. ■

The Passing of Two Great 
Japanese Motoring Men

In 2017 Mazda celebrated the 50th anniversary of the rotary engine, which first went on 
sale in Japan in the 1967 Cosmo Sport.

Tatsuro Toyoda was president of Toyota 
from 1992 to 1995.

Kenichi Yamamoto, the man behind the Mazda rotary engine.

At the age of 35 he [Yamamoto] 
designed Mazda’s first overhead 
valve engine and became a 
senior member of the engine 
development team.
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By RogeR HougHton

Eicher, a recent arrival from India in the already 
over-populated ranks of truck and bus brands on 
the South African market, seems set to move quick-
ly into local assembly through its Rosslyn-based 
partner, UD Trucks. Both Eicher and UD Trucks 
are members of the global Volvo Truck Group.

Aubrey Rambau, the Manufacturing 
Director at the Rosslyn assembly plant, admitted 
at last week’s UD Trucks’ media briefing at OR 
Tambo Airport that a request by Eicher for local 
assembly had been submitted to his team and was 
being evaluated by senior management. Rambau 
said that the plant had the capacity to build 7 500 
units a year, and last year built about 2 500 trucks, 
so there is plenty of spare capacity.

Eicher, which launched in the second half 
of last year, entered the market with a medium 
truck range but have already added a heavy truck 
range. Eicher medium truck sales for 2017 totalled 
32 units.

Rambau said in his presentation that R30-
million had been invested in the Rosslyn plant last 
year. The main objective was to upgrade the facil-
ity, its equipment, and jigs to mirror the company’s 
mother plant at Ageo in Japan. Further invest-
ments will be made this year, which will include 
improving the employee environment such as the 
canteen and ablution facilities.

In addition, there was a great deal of focus on 
developing people skills, which included sending 
12 assembly plant workers to Ageo in Japan as well 
as having Japanese experts come to Rosslyn to 
train the local workforce.

The plant director, who has worked for UD 
Trucks for the past 13 years, added that an initia-
tive to train unemployed people in the Rosslyn 
area as a pool of skilled employees when demand 

increased was proving very successful. Already 30 
people had been trained on this scheme.

UD Trucks SA expect slight growth in the 
local truck market this year after a 2.65% decline in 
volume in 2017. gert Swanepoel, the Managing 
Director, said his company was forecasting an 
increase of 1.5% in the total market to 25 418 
units, and was looking to grow its own sales by at 
least 1.8%. He added that the export market for 
SA-built trucks into Africa was expected to grow 
to 900 units.

Swanepoel also announced at the briefing 
that UD Trucks SA was involved in establishing 
an assembly plant in Kenya in conjunction with a 
local partner, as an important part of its strategy 
to increase UD Trucks’ footprint in Sub-Saharan 
Africa. Already there are 21 truck dealers in 14 
African countries that can provide service for 
UD Trucks.

The senior executive of UD Trucks said that 
training was critical to improving service levels 
to dealers and customers and to this end 1 247 
dealer and customer staff members were trained 
at the Rosslyn Competence Development Centre 
(CDC) in 131 training sessions, including 92 diesel 
mechanic apprentices, a highly-sought-after skill 
in the transport industry. The CDC is operated 
in conjunction with the British Institute of the 
Motor Industry (IMI), which means training is 
globally recognised.

Marketing Director Rory Schulz said that 
he was heartened by increasing investment in SA’s 
transport and logistics sectors and improving busi-
ness confidence levels, which bodes well for truck 
sales in 2018.

Last year UD Trucks gained some ground 
in the heavy commercial vehicle segment with 
the launch of the Croner range in June. “We were 
second for the year in this market segment with a 
19.53% share and the Croner will play a major role 

in our drive for further growth this is year. UD 
Trucks was also the leading Japanese manufactures 
in the extra heavy segment with a 9.24% market 
share,” explained Schulz.

He explained that key focus areas for 2018 
will be optimising the model line-up, maximising 
benefits from an increasing range of “soft offers”, 
growing the scope of support services for custom-
ers and making increased use of digital communi-
cations with customers.

Among the growing range of “soft offers” 
(added-value to customers) are attractive financial 
solutions backed by the finance arms of both UD 
Trucks SA (through WesBank) and the global 
Volvo Group, providing UD telematics on certain 
models and the option of two levels of mainte-
nance programme: The Trust Standard, and Trust 
Ultimate, with the latter including wear-and-tear 
items and general repairs.

Driver training will enjoy increased attention 
in 2018 and this includes taking South African 
drivers to Japan to compete in international com-
petitions; two local drivers fared very well in the 
2017 competition.

Sanjay Naipal, the Aftermarket Director, 
said that there would be an accelerated drive 
to further improve after sales service and parts 
availability, in 2018, despite UD Trucks showing a 
marked improvement in its customer satisfaction 
index ratings in 2017, compared to 2016.

He added that the UD Trucks network in SA 
gave very good national coverage with 32 dealers 
providing sales, service, and parts, while a further 
six offer parts and service.

“We are committed to listening to our custom-
ers and, importantly, the drivers of UD trucks 
across the region, and tackling issues together 
to create the most efficient transport solutions 
for all involved,” concluded Managing Director 
Gert Swanepoel. ■

Working Wheels

Gert Swanepoel, MD of UD 
Trucks Southern Africa.

UD Trucks’ Marketing Director, 
Rory Schulz.

Aubrey Rambau, the 
Manufacturing Director at the 
Rosslyn assembly plant.

Sanjay Naipal, the Aftermarket 
Director at UD Trucks.

Another Truck Maker Prepares for Local Assembly
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Engen Driver Wellness brought wellbeing to the 
front seat for South Africa’s truck drivers in 2017 
by providing them with free health screenings. 
This was the sixth year of the initiative, which 
is run by Thubelihle Occupational Health & 
Wellness (TOCH).

During the year, 3 217 truck drivers pulled up 
their sleeves and took advantage of the voluntary 
free health screenings on offer, as part of Engen’s 
annual Driver Wellness programme which rolled 
out at 24 Engen Truck Stops in five provinces from 
April to November.

Of the 3 217 truck drivers tested, 44% were 
found to have some form of concern.

“We provide health education about chronic 
disease and HIV/AIDS and those drivers who 
are found with abnormalities are provided with 

a referral letter and advised to visit their general 
practitioner, nearest clinic or hospitals,” explains 
Thokozani Mthembu, the CEO of TOCH.

Operated nationwide at Engen Truck Stops 
and Engen retail service stations, drivers are offered 
free voluntary screenings in mobile clinics. These 
are conducted by qualified nurses and councillors 
where blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes, tubercu-
losis, BMI (Body Mass Index), Sexually Transmitted 
Infections (STI’s) and HIV/AIDS are tested.

Abnormalities included being overweight or 
obese, which accounted for 20% of drivers; 3.5% 
tested high for glucose levels and cholesterol. Five 
per cent of drivers tested high for blood pressure 
and 3% screened tested positive for TB. Drivers 
who tested positive for HIV totalled 6.7% and just 
over 2% tested positive for STI’s.

The initiative has impacted positively on 
the country’s bulk truck driver operators and 
has continued to increase driver participation in 
voluntary screenings and improved health scores 
over the years.

“Facing facts, knowing their numbers and 
their status is the first step towards getting 
healthy,” said Mthembu.

According to Engen’s Corporate Social 
Investment Manager, Mntu Nduvane, the main 
aim of this initiative is to improve health through 
awareness. “In the past a number of truck driver 
refrained from being tested, opting to rather not 
know their numbers. Education has helped to dem-
onstrate to drivers why their health is important 
and how life choices impact on their well-being.

“There has been a marked increase in the 
amount of individuals using the services we pro-
vide which is a clear indication that this interven-
tion is making a difference to the wellbeing of driv-
ers and will ultimately lead to a healthier industry,” 
Nduvane added.

As testing is voluntary, the incremental 
acceptance of health management as a path to 
longevity and well-being are important indica-
tors that health empowerment is gaining traction. 
Given the long and lonely hours long-haul drivers 
spend on the road and the stresses associated with 
the job, these interventions form a critical pillar 
of support.

“Engen’s Driver Wellness campaign continues 
to have a massive all-round impact. This includes 
both on the drivers and their families, who benefit 
from reduced exposure to diseases and greater 
longevity of a breadwinner, and of course on 
the company itself, in terms of improved worker 
productivity, skills retention and disease manage-
ment,” concluded Nduvane. ■

Health Screening Initiative Gains Traction
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Hino, the leading Japanese truck manufacturer, 
scored its best finishing position in the Dakar Rally 
in the last 11 years when Teruhito Sugawara and 
his navigator, Mitsugu Takahashi, finishing sixth 
overall out of only 19 finishers from 44 starters 
(43%) in what is said to have been the toughest 
Dakar in history. Importantly the all-wheel drive 
Hino 500 won the under 10-litre engine capacity 
class for a ninth consecutive year and ran virtually 
trouble-free.

This year’s two-week event covered a route 
of almost 9 000 kilometres and took competitors 
from Lima in Peru, through Bolivia to the finish in 
Cordoba, Argentina.

This was the 26th year in succession since it 
entered the Dakar for the first time in 1992 that 
Hino had at least one of its trucks qualify as a 
finisher in this gruelling race, which celebrated its 
40th anniversary this year.

Unfortunately, the second Hino entry was 
forced to retire after sustaining substantial me-
chanical damage from hitting a rock. This is only 
the second time that a Hino has failed to finish 
the Dakar, with the previous occasion having 

been in 2010 when one 
of the team trucks was 
disqualified for missing 
a checkpoint.

Early into the sec-
ond timed special stage 
the Hino of Dakar veter-
an Yoshimasa Sugawara 
(76) and his navigator 
Katsumi Hamura sus-
tained serious damage 
to the left front wheel 
hub and drive joint after 
hitting a rock and were 
forced to retire. The front 
wheel had locked up, 
causing the truck to veer 
off course where it got 
stuck on a sandy slope. 
After the crew had dug 
the truck out it had to be towed to the nearest road 
by one of the organiser’s assistance trucks.

The left rear planetary gear reduction mecha-
nism had also been damaged in the contact with 
the rock, so the crew was unable to drive the 
truck under its own power. The team’s mechanics, 
based at a nearby bivouac, rushed to assist and 
managed to make the truck driveable with front 
wheel drive.

However, the fact that outside assistance had 
been required to get the truck going again meant 
disqualification, which was a very sad ending to 

Yoshimasa’s 35th consecutive Dakar Rally, having 
competed on motorcycles (starting in 1983), quads 
and cars before switching to Hino trucks in 1992 
when this epic race finished in Cape Town.

This was the 20th year that Yoshimasa’s son, 
Teruhito, has competed for Hino Team Sugawara 
in this world-famous event which had its roots in a 
race from Paris to Dakar in Africa. The event was 
moved to South America in 2009 when terror-
ists threatened the 2008 event which had to be 
cancelled. Despite the move in continent the Dakar 
name has been retained and is now a pinnacle in 
endurance motor sport.

Teruhito started as a navigator in his father’s 
Hino in 1999 and was promoted to a team driver in 
2005. He has only finished out of the top 15 overall 
twice in 13 Dakar Rallies as a driver.

As mentioned earlier, only 19 trucks from an 
original field of 44 managed to qualify as finishers. 
The number of finishers compared to the number 
of the various truck brands entered in this event, 
with the number of entrants in parentheses, were: 
Maz 3 (3); Kamaz 3 (4); Iveco 2 (4); MAN 3 (11); 
DAF 1 (5); Mercedes-Benz 1 (5); Hino 1 (2); Ginaf 0 
(1); Renault 1 (3); Scania 1 (1); Tatra 2 (4); Liaz 1 (1).

Hino Motors Chairman, Yasuhiko Ichihashi, 
was at the finish in Cordoba to welcome the team 
and said: “I am very happy that the Hino Sugawara 
team was able to fulfil its goal of scoring its ninth 
consecutive win in the category for trucks with en-
gines of less than 10-litres capacity. Whilst one of 
the Hino trucks had to withdraw, I am very pleased 
that the other truck was able to deliver our hoped-
for results. We, as Hino Motors, intend to continue 
our activities as competitors in this demanding 
endurance test of man and machine.” ■

Hino Scores Big at Dakar

This was the 26th year in 
succession since it entered the 
Dakar in 1992 that Hino had at 
least one of its trucks qualify as a 
finisher in this gruelling race.

The members of Hino Team Suguwara celebrate their outstanding performance in the 
2018 Dakar Rally at the finish in Cordoba

Hino Motors’ Chairman, Yasuhiko Ichihashi (right) congratulates 
Teruhito Sugarwara on his sixth overall placing and ninth class 
win in the category for trucks with engines under 10 litres 
in capacity.
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Events

The National Association of Automotive 
Components and Allied Manufacturers 
(NAACAM) has announced that the second 
bi-annual NAACAM Show will take place in 
March 2019.

The NAACAM Show is aimed at being the 
premier automotive manufacturing growth, 
technology, transformation & stakeholder engage-
ment forum in Africa. The inaugural event in 2017 
saw significant support from OEMs, the dti and 
other arms of government, multiple tier 1 and 2 

manufacturers and a host of aligned stakehold-
ers and firms. Over 1 300 delegates and 180 
exhibitors participated.

For the 2019 event the intention is to attract 
a greater number of reputable foreign firms to aid 
technology transfer and more SA based black-
owned suppliers to grow transformation. Similarly, 
the conference element will include engagement 
around critical issues such as the progress towards 
implementation of the Automotive Masterplan to 
2035 and wider regional opportunities.

The NAACAM Show is open to all stakeholders 
in the automotive value chain, including non-
NAACAM members. The date and venue will be 
announced early in 2018. For enquiries around 
partnership opportunities, or other matters please 
contact the event project management team on 
(031) 764 6100, or email naacamshow2019@
bmanalysts.com. ■

NAACAM Show 2019 is a Go

Bookings are now open for Automechanika 
Johannesburg 2019, which will take place at the 
Johannesburg Expo Centre, Nasrec, from 18 to 
21 September 2019.

Automechanika is the world’s leading 
brand among business-to-business automo-
tive trade fairs with a network of 17 events 
across 15 countries. It is unique with regards 
to its product-range breadth and depth and is 
backed worldwide by around 20 000 exhibitors, 
600 000 trade visitors and a network of around 
120 trade associations.

The trade fair is the shop window for in-
novations in the automotive aftermarket across 
the entire value chain and is an international 
meeting place for all market participants from 
the industry, dealership trade and maintenance 
and repair segment. It provides a major plat-
form for business and technological knowledge 
transfer. 

Visit www.automechanikasa.co.za 
for additional information or to book 
exhibition space.

Messe Frankfurt, the organisers of 
Automechanika Johannesburg and the third 
largest trade fair company in the world, has also 
announced the launch of the Cape Automotive 
Forum. Based on the Automechanika concept, 
this event incorporates a two-day conference and 
exhibition that caters to the needs of the automo-
tive aftermarket and commercial vehicle market in 
the Western Cape.

The Cape Automotive Forum brings together 
key industry stakeholders and trade buyers to 
meet, discuss and network over two days.

The event gives exhibitors the opportunity 
to showcase their latest innovations and services, 

Messe Frankfurt Confirms Local Exhibition Dates

launch new products, network with trade buyers, 
generate high-quality leads and ultimately grow 
their regional footprint.

Interested parties can visit:
www.capeautomotiveforum.co.za for more 

information. ■
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